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The all-in-one  
recording & live streaming solution

The LogDepot family 
consists of 3 product lines:

Do you recognise the ease of use of  

LogDepot 7? Then please contact us:

info@arbormedia.nl or +31 (0)314 399 055.

We gladly show you how LogDepot 7

can support you in your daily work.  

www.arbormedia.nl

LogDepot
Appliances
Easy, Plug & Play and 
very attractively priced!

The LogDepot Appliances are 

simple off-the-shelf LogDepot 

boxes at a very competitive price 

level. Standard configuration 

profiles eliminate complex setup 

procedures. 

LogDepot Appliances require no 

onsite installation of customized 

configuration. Connect & Record 

or Plug & Play!

LogDepot
Solo
Running on a  
single PC or server

Audio/Video recording and 

streaming system, running on  

a single PC or server. 

The SOLO is a full LogDepot 

system , customizable and 

flexible and includes possibilities 

to integrate into a customer’s 

environment.

LogDepot
Enterprise
Turn-Key, Extremely  
Scalable, various  
Redundancy Levels

The most comprehensive LogDepot 

solution, including full redundancy 

options, professional SNMP 

support, seamlessly integrated in 

the customer’s infrastructure. 

LogDepot Enterprise is always 

installed onsite by an Arbor 

specialist, or an Arbor Certified 

engineer.

conference 



Unique 
features

In today’s conference recording business, there is - more than ever before - a need for efficient and 

reliable recording and streaming. Gone are the days where you would have a bunch of systems doing 

various recording & encoding tasks. It is not affordable anymore. And it is not necessary anymore.

LD7 captures audio and video feeds from your meeting rooms. It creates the 

live streams you need for webcasting, records all the formats you desire, for 

transcription, web publication, archiving and broadcast services. At the same 

time it will automatically capture all relevant metadata, such as speaker 

names and agenda items. LD7 provides a fast and user friendly web-based 

interface for frame-accurate editing and cutting. 

The integrated playlist function lets you collect various clips (such as all clips 

from the same speaker), order them as you like and export it as one file.

LogDepot is  Arbor Media’s automatic  
recording and live streaming solution

Now there is LD7, the 
latest LogDepot version!

It is on the market since 1998 and - thanks to never ending improvement and 

innovation - modern as ever before. LogDepot is used by Parliaments,  

Court Rooms and City Councils. It is the market leading solution within Europe, 

known for its robustness, reliability and user friendly operation, practically 

eliminating the risk of lost recordings.

LD7 is the final, ideal VCR. Recording from any 

interface, encoding to any common format & 

bitrate, sending out live streams simultaneously 

and with virtually unlimited storage capacity.

Equipped with an extreme practical user 

interface to quickly retrieve any part of the 

recording.

  ➢ Integrates with all major microphone systems

  ➢ Multi Language tracks (unlimited!)

  ➢ Web-based navigation and browsing

  ➢ Multi browser and tablet support

  ➢ Clip based search & navigation

  ➢ Full search interface (showing most relevant results on top)

  ➢ Full support for international character sets

  ➢ Support multiple timelines 

  ➢ Frame accuracy

  ➢ Full SNMP support

  ➢ Browsing using High Quality format or Proxy format 

  ➢ Runs with native H.264/AAC recording

Applications

Compliance Recording

Competition Recording

Live streaming

Live recording

Broadcast Monitoring

Ad tagging

Transcription Player

The ideal VCR
LogDepot 7 integrates  
seamlessly with Connected Views

It is  
no rocket  
science!

It is just a robust implementation  

of today’s technology!


